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I SLD Experiment 

1 .l Luminosity and Polarization 

The SLD experiment at the Stanford Linear Collider accumulated 1.8~16~’ 

of data at the 2’ resonance in 1993, recording a total of 50000 hadronic 

2’ decays. This luminosity was produced by colliding electron and positron 

beams at an interaction point with spot size O.S/~urn by 2.4pm. The electron 

beam was longitudinally polarized, with luminosity-weighted polarization 

< P. >= 0.63 f 0.01. 

1.2 Tracking and Calorimetry 

The S LD detector is illustrated below. 

4- 

Magnet Coil 

Detector Monitor Beamline 
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Charged particle tracking is provided by a Vertex Detector (VXD) and 

a Central Drift Chamber (CDC), p o era m in a magnetic field of 0.6 Tesla. t’ g 

The combined momentum resolution of the tracking system is Spl/pl = 

J(.01)2 + (.0026 pl/GeV)2 in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. 

A Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) measures the energies of charged 

and neutral particles and is also used for electron identification. The LAC is 

segmented into projective towers with separate electromagnetic and hadronic 

sections. In the barrel LAC, which covers the angular range 1 cos 191 < 0.82, 

the electromagnetic towers have transverse size N (36 rnr~d)~ and are divided 

longitudinally into a front section of 6 radiation lengths and a back section 

of 15 radiation lengths. The barrel LAC electromagnetic energy resolution 

is CTEIE = 15%/dm. 

Muon tracking is provided by a Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC). The WIC 

is 4 interaction lengths thick and surrounds the 2.8+0.7 interaction lengths of 

the LAC and SLD magnet coil. Sixteen layers of plastic streamer tubes inter- 

leaved with 2 inch thick plates of iron absorber provide muon hit resolutions 

of 0.4 cm and 2.0 cm in the azimuthal and axial directions respectively. 

For most of the analyses presented in this paper, events were selected by 

requiring at least 15 GeV of energy in the LAC and at least six tracks with 

pl > 0.25 GeV in the CDC. These requirements select a sample of 37,500 

hadronic 2’ events with negligible background. 

1.3 Vertex Detector 

The SLD Vertex Detector is of special importance for heavy quark physics. It 

is a CCD pixel device with cylindrical barrel geometry, covering the angular 

range 1 cos 01 < 0.74. The detector has four layers of CCD planes, located 

at radii 29.5mm to 41.5mm from the beam line. A typical track produces 

hits in 2 or 3 of these layers. There are 480 CCDs in all, each containing 

385 x 578 pixels of size 22pm x 22pm. 



The intrinsic impact parameter resolution of the vertex detector can be 

measured from the apparent separation of back-to-back muons in 2’ + pp 

events. A simple parametrization of the overall impact parameter resolution, 

including multiple scattering at low momentum, is 

70pm [ 1 70pm 

p sin312 8 
OR2 = 38pm $ [ 1 p sin312 0 

The small and stable SLC interaction point enables this resolution to be 

fully exploited. The IP is tracked using 2’ + hadron events, providing a 

resolution of 6pm in the xy-plane and 35pm in the z direction. 

2 Rb = I’(2 +- bb)/I’(Z ---+ hadrons) 

Rb is the relative partial width of the 2’ to bb final states, measured exper- 

imentally as the fraction of hadronic 2’ decays containing b quarks. Rb is 

interesting theoretically, since it is sensitive to vertex corrections but insen- 

sitive to QCD and oblique corrections. Extensions to the standard model, 

such as extra Higgs doublets or supersymmetry, are expected to affect Rb at 

the 1% level. 

In the SLD analysis of Rb, 2’ --+ bb events are tagged using the vertex 

detector. Two techniques are used - a track impact parameter analysis 

and a displaced vertex analysis. Both techniques rely on the small, stable 

SLC interaction point and the excellent vertex detector resolution to select 

events containing tracks originating from secondary decays of b quarks. For 

reference, a typical B meson decays roughly 3mm from the IP, producing 

tracks with impact parameters of roughly 240pm. 

2.1 Rb Impact Parameter Analysis 

The impact parameter analysis is based on signed, normalized impact param- 

eters for tracks passing a loose set of quility cuts. The normalized impact 

parameter is defined as the ratio of the 2D track impact parameter (dis- 

tance of closest approach to the event IP in the plane normal to the beam 

axis) to the track impact parameter error. The impact parameter error is a 
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convolution of the track error and the uncertainty in the IP location. The 

impact parameter is signed by comparing the track direction to the direction 

of the nearest jet, so that a positive impact parameter corresponds to a track 

originating from a decay vertex in the forward jet direction. 

The distribution of normalized track impact parameters is shown below. 

The negative tail consists mostly of fragmentation tracks and gives a measure 

of the detector resolution. The large positive tail is dominated by tracks 

originating from secondary decays of b quarks. The Monte Carlo simulation 

of the drift chamber + vertex detector tracking reproduces the data extremely 

well. 

5 

2’ + bb events are tagged by requiring 3 or more tracks with impact 

parameter > 3 sigma. This tag gives an efficiency of 63% and a purity of 

89%, according to the Monte Carlo simulation of 2’ decays and detector 

response. Rb is extracted from the data by combining the b-tag fraction in 

the data with the b-tag efficiency from the Monte Carlo, after correcting for 

light quark contamination using the c-tag and uds-tag efficiencies from the 

Monte Carlo. We obtain 

Rb = 0.230 f .005(stat) f .013(syst). 
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2.2 h$ Vertex Analysis 

The vertex analysis is based on reconstructing 3D vertices displaced from 

the IP. For this analysis, simple vertexing is sufficient; no attempt is made to 

resolve track-vertex ambiguities or reconstruct b --+ c cascade decays. Details 

of a more sophisticated vertex analysis will be presented later. 

2’ --+ bb events are tagged by requiring 4 or more vertices displaced from 

the IP by more than 3 sigma. This tag gives an efficiency of 73% and a purity 

of 79%, according to the Monte Carlo simulation of 2’ decays and detector 

response. Rb is extracted as in the impact parameter analysis, by combining 

the b-tag fraction in the data with the b-tag efficiency from the Monte Carlo. 

We obtain 

Rb = 0.219 f .005(stat) f .014(syst). 
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2.3 h$, Systematic Errors 

Systematic errors for the two analyses are presented in the following table. 

The impact parameter analysis is relatively sensitive to lifetime assumptions, 

while the vertex analysis is more sensitive to overall track multiplicities. 

Rb systematic errors 

track multiplicity 

b fragmentation 

c fragmentation 

B-decay multiplicity 

B lifetime 

I?(ZO + cc) 

overall 

Impact SRb/Rb Vertex SRb/Rb 

3.0 % 4.5 % 

2.4 % 1.1 % 

0.6 % 0.2 % 

2.4 % 3.6 % 

2.7 % 1.2 % 

2.1 % 1.8 % 

5.7 % 6.4 % 

3 B Lifetime 

SLD measurements of the B lifetime are (so far) inclusive only, averaging 

over the different B hadrons procuded at the 2’. Impact parameter and 

vertex analyses have both been performed, 

3.1 B Lifetime Impact Parameter Analysis 

The B lifetime impact parameter analysis is similar to the Rb analysis. 2’ -+ 

bb events are selected by counting tracks with large impact parameters in a 

single jet. We require at least 3 tracks with impact parameter > 3 sigma. 

This yields a b-tag efficiency of 30% and a purity of 93%. 

The B lifetime is then extracted from the distribution of track impact 

parameters in the event hemisphere opposite the tagging jet, shown below. 

The data is very well reproduced by a Monte Carlo simulation of 2’ decays 

in the detector, with B lifetime adjusted to match the data. This analysis 

yields 

Tb = 1.617 f .048(&t) f .086(syst) ps. 
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3.2 B Lifetime Vertex Analysis 

. The vertex analysis extracts the B lifetime directly from the measured decay 

lengths of a selected sample of secondary vertices. The analysis starts by 

tagging 2’ + bb events by an impact parameter tag, requiring 3 tracks with 

impact parameter > 3 sigma. Roughly 4300 events are tagged. 

Geometric vertices are then reconstructed in 3D from all tracks passing a 

loose set of quality cuts. Vertices are required to have decay length > lmm 
and at least one track inconsistent with the IP. Track sharing combinatorics 

produces roughly 20 such vertices per event. These vertices are then parti- 

tioned into sets where each track is used only once, and the partition with 

the best joint probability is selected. This reduces the vertex count to typ- 

ically l-3 vertices per event. In each event hemisphere, the vertex with the 

shortest decay length is finally kept. 

The Monte Carlo simulation of 2’ decays in the detector reproduces the 

data quite well, matching the distributions of vertex multiplicity, tracks/vertex, 

momentum and transverse momentum. The Monte Carlo can be used to clas- 
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sify the final set of selected vertices according to their original quark content, 

as shown in the following table. As can be seen, 88% of the selected vertices 

contain some B lifetime information. 

, - 

Vertex track origin fraction 

direct b decay only 22% 
b + c decay only 23% 
b and b + c decays 35% 
mixed, including b or b + c 8% 
direct c decay only 9% 
other mixtures 3% 

For those vertices containing only tracks from direct b decay, the mea- 

sured decay length reproduces the true B vertex position with a resolution 

of 275pm. Vertices containing tracks from cascade b -+ c decay have con- 

siderably longer measured decay lengths. The B lifetime is extracted from 

the measured distribution of vertex decay lengths by means of a maximum 

likelihood comparison of the data to the Monte Carlo, shown below. We 
obtain 

?-b = 1.577 ~.032(stat)f.O46(syst) ps. 

Deciy Length tzrn> 
2 2.5 
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3.3 B Lifetime Systematic Errors 

Systematic errors for the two B lifetime analyses are presented in the follow- 

ing table. The vertex analysis has clearly superseded the impact parameter 

analysis. 

‘i-b systematic errors 

track resolution 

track efficiency 

Rb and R, 

13 fragment ation 

c fragment ation 

B multiplicity 

B + D fractions 

~ B baryon fraction 

~ overall 

Impact Ikb/Tb 
1.4 % 

0.9 % 

2.8 % 

2.9 % 

0.4 % 

1.9 % 

1.3 % 

2.0 % 

5.3 % 

vertex &-b/?-b 

0.8 % 

2.4 % 

0.2 % 

0.4 % 

1.1 % 
??? % 

2.8 % 

4 Left-Right Forward-Backward Asymmetry 

. 
Measurements of fermion asymmetries at the 2’ resonance probe a com- 

bination of the vector and axial vector couplings of the 2’ to fermions, 

Af = 2wp~/(t$ + u;). The p arameters Af express the extent of parity vio- 

lation at the Zff vertex and provide sensitive tests of the Standard Model. 

The parameter Ab is particularly interesting theoretically, since it is sensitive 

at the 1% level to electroweak radiative corrections to the Zbb vertex but 

insensitive to propagator corrections which modify the weak mixing angle 

sin2 8~. 

The Born-level differential cross section for the reaction e+e- + 2’ --+ ff 

1s 

dOf dcos 0; (1 - A&)(1 + cos2,) + 2Af(A, - P,)cos8, (1) 

0 = fermion direction relative to electron beam 

P, = electron beam polarization (L,R = -l,+l) 
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The parameter Af can be isolated by forming the left-right forward- 

backward asymmetry: 

ig,(cos 0) = 
[f&cod) - o{(-co&y - [&cose) -Q-case)] 

[o{(cos 0) + ai( - cos e)] + [&cos 0) + o;( - cos I!?)] (2) 

(3) 

The analysis begins by selecting 2’ -+ bb events and determining the b 

and 6 quark directions. Two complementary techniques are used: 

1. A “jet charge” analysis separates bb events into two thrust axis hemi- 
spheres, then identifies the b and 6 quarks by means of a momentum- 

weighted sum over charged tracks. 

2. A lepton analysis selects events containing semileptonic b or 6 decays, 

then identifies the parent b or 8 quark by means of the lepton charge. 

. - Events are then classified as “left” or “right” according to the polarization 

of the electron beam and “forward” or “backward” according to the direction 

of the b quark with respect to the electron beam. The left-right forward- 

backward asymmetry is formed. Ab is extracted by comparing the observed 

asymmetry to the theoretical prediction, using a Monte Carlo simulation to 

determine and correct for the analyzing power of the technique. 

4.1 Jet Charge Analysis 

2’ + bb events are selected by requiring 3 tracks with impact parameter 

> 3 sigma, as in the & analysis. The event thrust axis, formed from all 

calorimeter energy clusters, is used as an estimate of the b and 6 quark 

directions. The jet charge is formed by summing over selected charged tracks: 

Q,=cQ track IP * TI" sign(p * q, K = l/2 . 

A negative jet charge thus associates the b quark with the forward thrust 

axis direction. The distribution of jet charge in the data is well reproduced 

by the Monte Carlo, as shown below: 
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The experimental left-right forward-backward asymmetry is formed as a 

function of cos 8 according to equation (2). The sign for each event in the 

asymmetry sum is given by the product of the event polarization and the jet 

charge. 

The experimental asymmetry must be corrected for various dilution ef- 

fects, including the event tag purity, thrust axis smearing, and the analyzing 

power of the jet charge technique. These corrections are determined from 

the Monte Carlo simulation. The jet charge analyzing power requires the 

largest correction - signing the b quark correctly 70% of the time gives an 

analyzing power of 40%. 

The parameter Ab is extracted from the corrected experimental asymme- 

try by fitting to the theoretical asymmetry of equation (3). We obtain 

Ab = 0.93 f .13(.&t) f .13(syst) . 

The systematic error is dominated by the Monte Carlo model of the b-tag 

and the B hadron decay model. 

Jet Charge systematic errors 

b-tag modeling 

tracking efficiency 

thrust axis resolution 

Monte Carlo statistics 

B decay model 

b fragmentation 

B” - Do mixing 

polarization 

overall 

4.2 Lepton Analysis 

SAb 1-b 

10 % 

4% 
2% 
5% b 7% 
2% 
1% 

2% 
14 % 

This analysis selects 2’ + bb events with semileptonic b decays. Electrons 

are identified in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter, by requiring agreement be- 

tween the track momentum and the calorimeter electromagnetic energy, little 

or no calorimeter hadronic energy, and a reasonable front/back electromag- 

netic energy ratio. Muons are identified in the Warm Iron Calorimeter, by 

13 
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comparing hits in the WIC with the extrapolated track, taking track extrap- 

olation errors and multiple scattering into account. 

A simple analysis selects leptons with very high momentum and trans- 

verse momentum with respect to the jet axis, forms the experimental left- 

right forward-backward asymmetry, corrects for dilution effects, and extracts 

&. A more sophisticated analysis extracts Ab and A, from a broader sample 

of leptons, using a maximum likelihood fit of the identified leptons to the 

theoretical cross-section. 

The simple high {p,pt} analysis selects a clean sample of leptons from 
direct b decay by applying an elliptical cut on momentum and transverse 

momentum - (~/18)~ + (~~/l.l)~ > 1 for muons and (~/14)~ + (~~/1.0)~ > 1 

for electrons. Roughly half of all leptons from direct b decay pass these high 

{p,pt} cuts. The selected lepton sample, consisting of 613 electrons and 576 

muons, is 70% pure (direct b decay). 

The experimental left-right forward-backward asymmetry is formed as a 
function of cos 19 according to equation (2). The sign for each event in the 

asymmetry sum is given by the product of the event polarization and the b 
quark direction, which in turn is given by the jet direction and the lepton 

charge. -The observed asymmetry is shown below: 

0.4 

0 

I I I I I 

Muons 

$A.zc!& 

I I I I I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

1 COSejet 1 
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The Monte Carlo is used to estimate the composition of the lepton sample, 

determining the contributions to the observed asymmetry from all lepton 

sources and backgrounds: 

Lepton source 

b-+1 
b+c+d 
b+ctE 
Cjl 

hadron -+ 1 

misidentified 1 

Asymmetry 

(1 - ‘&>A, 

-(I - 2x)& 

(1 - 2x)& 

-AL- 

&kg 

&kg 

p fraction 

73% 

6% 

1% 

7% 

2% 

11% 

The maximum likelihood analysis replaces the hard lepton {p,pt} cut 

and subsequent Monte Carlo categorization of lepton sources with an event- 

by-event, momentum dependent estimate of the lepton source probabilities. 

This analysis gives a result consistent with the simple high {p,pt} analysis 

and is used for the final determination of Ab and A,. 

The likelihood function contains the following probability term for each 

lepton in the data: 

P(p,pt, Pe,Q,co$ At&b) cx 1 + 

x { ( fb 1 - 2x)[1+ A&,,(cos15')]Ab - fc[l + A&,(cos8)] A, + fbkg A& } 

The three signs governing the asymmetry - beam polarization P,, lep- 

ton charge Q, and jet direction cosB - are incorporated automatically into 

the maximum likelihood probability function. The lepton source fractions 

(fb, fc, f&) are derived by counting leptons in the MC with similar p and pt 
to each lepton in the data. The fb term combines direct and cascade b-quark 

decays, signed according to their asymmetry contributions. A correction fac- 

tor (l-2x) is applied to all b-quark lepton sources to account for asymmetry 

dilution due to BOB0 mixing, with x = .12 taken from LEP measurements 

of the average mixing in 2’ -+ bb events. The background asymmetry &,ks 

is derived as a function of p and pt from tracks in the data not identified as 

leptons. A QCD correction factor is applied to the theoretical asymmetry 
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function to incorporate known QCD corrections to the cross section. The 

QCD correction is as large as 5% at cos 8 = 0 and its inclusion decreases the 

asymmetry by 3% overall. 

The final maximum likelihood results are as follows: 

muons: Ab = 0.94 f 0.20(&t) f o.lo(syst) 

A, = 0.42 f0.29(stat)f O.l8(syst) 

electrons: Ab = 0.92 f O.l9(stut)f 0.12(syst) 

A, = 0.37 f 0.37(stut)f O.Sl(syst) 

combined: Ab = 0.93 f 0.14(stut) f o.og(syst) 

A, = 0.40 f0.23(stut)f 0.20(syst) 

Systematic errors have been estimated for a number of sources, summa- 

rized in the following table: 

Source &A,(p) b&(e) SAC(p) &A,(e) 
Monte Carlo weights .04 .08 .08 .18 

Track efficiency .Ol .02 .Ol .Ol 

Jet axis simulation .06 .04 .06 .13 

Background level .02 .Ol .03 .Ol 

Background asymmetry .Ol .Ol .03 .09 

BR(Z” + bb) .Ol .oo .oo .oo 

BR(Z” + cc) .Ol .oo .03 .03 

B*, B” lepton spectrum .02 .05 .12 .14 

B, lepton spectrum .03 .02 .05 .05 

Ab lepton spectrum .Ol .Ol .02 .03 

D lepton spectrum .02 .02 .04 .lO 

Polarization .02 .02 .Ol .Ol 

Second order QCD .Ol .Ol .04 .04 

B mixing x .03 .03 .oo .oo 

Total .lO .12 .18 .31 
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